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Some Paintin(;s from One of the Estufas
Village of Jemez, N". M.
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Thus

was I enabled to see many things of interest. Amon-; these are the masks
worn l)y the clown dancers in the masked dance, and the paintings on
the inside walls of the Estiifas and of the secret rooms. Some of these
are here given.
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1.

Sun-God Section

in

One of the Estifas at Jemez.

.V.

M.

Clouds, the Steps to Heaven, (Dark marginal figures.)
2.
The Bolt Lightning that does not strike the earth. (Upper figures.)
The Bolt Lightning that strikes the earth. It is the Red Snake or Indian Devi),
3.
Second figure from the top on each side.
called Savah by them,
4.
The Flash Lightning, the God of Flowers. (Third figure from top.)
The Good Snake, the Blue Snake, the God of Rain. (Lower figures.;
5.
6.
The Sun, the father of the universe and the God of all things. By the Indians he
is called Fatah gatzah or Pay.
1.

i

II.

6.

or

Pah

The Moon-God Section

in

one of the Estufas at Jemez, X. M.

Clouds.
Bolt Lightning that does not strike the earth.
The Red Snake or Indian Devil.
The Flash Lightning, the God of Flowers.
The Blue Snake, the God of Rain.
The Moon, the Mother God of the Universe, called by the Indians Ahtahwahtzah,

IV.

The Evenin<j 8tak SErTK)N

ix

one of the Estifas at

-Iemez, X. M.

Clouds.
2.
Bolt Lightnins? that does not strike the ground.
3.
The Red Snake f)r Indian Devil.
4.
The Flash Lightning or God of Flowers.
The Blue Snake, the (^od of Rain.
5.
The Evening Star, the God of the Evening. Jointly with its brother, the Morning
6.
Star, it possesses the attributes of Tnith and Filial Love. Its Indian name is Homa
1.

Wangho.
Note.— The photographer having spoiled the negative
eannot show a photograph of it here.

of the

Morning Star Section.

I

VI. A Rainbow Section in One of the Estufas at Jemez, X. 31.
Clouds.
2.
The Bolt Lightning that does not strike the ground.
3.
The Bolt Lightning that strikes the earth. It is the Red Snake or Indian Devil.
4.
The Flash Lightning, believed by the Indians to be the producer of l)looni. hence
the God of Flowers.
The Blue Snake, the God of Rain.
5.
6.
The Rainbow in the East, (a) Water receptacles of the universe; (b) Clouds, the
Steps to Heaven; (c) raindrops; (di the rainbow arch: (ei dart-heads thrust out l)y the
rainbow as a means of protection.
Note.— This is the rainbow in the east. Beneath the arch the representatives of good
and evil, the rain snake and the i-ed snake, are in combat. The rain snake, being defeated, is retreating eastward and is taking the clouds with him, hence the rain is over.*
*The Rainbow Section just opposite this section represents the rainbow in the west.
It differs from the rainbow section given here in that it has the God of Flowers projecting from the water jars beneath the arch.
1.

W9rwww<nwm^^

QdJ^slis.
VII.

A Wall Painting

in a Secret Dark Room
Houses at Jemez, N. M.

5.

Sun. (In left-hand upper corner.
Moon. (In right-liand Tipper corner.
Morning Star.
Evening Star.
Rainbow in the West.

6.

The Red Snake.

7.

Tlie Blue Snake, the drod of Rain.

1.

2.
'i.

4.

8.

in

One of the Indian

The Flash Lightning, tlie God of Flowers. It is projecting from the water recep
The step-like figures below the water-jars are clouds from which

tacles of the universe.

raindrops, represented by black points, are dropping.

Vlll

A Miscellaneous

(tROUp.

1.
The Sun as carved on a bowlder on the trail between Zia and Jemez, N, M,; also
on a rock near White River, Ariz.
2.
A Sun drawing in an Estufa at Santa Anna, N. M.
3.
A Getlu, probably a representation of a comet. It was used as a handpiece in the
masked dance of March 17, 1900. (Used here by permission of the Bureau of American
Ethnology.)
4.
A Head Ornament worn by a male column dancer in the masked dances at.Jeme/,
N. M.
5.
A Sun Mask worn by a sun clown in the masked dances at Jemez.
6.
A Moon Mask worn by a moon clown in the masked dances at Jemez.
7.
A Morning Star Mask worn by a morning star clown in the masked dances at

Jemez.
8.

An Evening

Star

Mask worn by an evening

star clown in the

masked dances

at

Jemez.
9.

The

Bolt Lightning

drawn on the beam

at the

entrance of an Estufa at Santa

Anna, N. M.
10.

The White Snakes drawn on the center beam

in the south

Estufa at Jemez, N, M.

